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Dated.30-01-2018
ADO No.55/18
Sub
Ref

: Police Estt - Promotion of AR PCs as AR HCs based on EDP - orders issued - reg
: 1. G O (MS) No. 37 / 2015/ Home 26/02/2015
2. Rule 31 KS & SSRs
3. -GO(P) No.268/2010/Home dtd: 10.12.2010

As per the Govt. Order (P) No.268/2010/Home dtd: 10.12.2010, the
District AR and the District Local Police has been integrated to form a common cadre
known as Kerala Civil Police as on 01.04.2010. Thereafter the promotions of the persons
who opted to remain in the closed AR cadre, has been directed to be done according to
the Expected Date of Promotion (EDP) prepared for the base cadre from which the
promotion is to be granted. The EDP has to be calculated on the basis of existing
vacancies and further vacancies arising subsequently on account of retirements, but
vacancies arising from deputation posts or any posts in the same or higher rank vacated
by those of the closed AR cadre who opt for serving in the KCP shall not be reckoned as
vacancies for promotion. Hence by remaining within the closed AR cadre, without joining
KCP cadre, no person shall lose opportunity for promotion which he could rightfully
expect in the situation which existed prior to the creation of KCP, had everyone of his
seniors continued in posts in the AR cadre in the same or higher rank, till the retirement of
each senior. At the same time, he will also not have any additional benefits by virtue of
any of his seniors leaving the closed AR cadre and joining the KCP cadre. The EDP in
respect of closed AR PCs, who are eligible for promotion as AR HCs of this unit has
been prepared from the existing Seniority list of AR PCs as on 01.01.2010. At present, 4
vacancies are existing in the cadre of closed AR HCs in this Unit, which occurred due to
retirement of 4 closed AR HCs. Hence 4 closed AR HCs posts can be filled from the list
prepared on the basis of EDP of closed AR PCs fit for promotion as AR HCs.
In the above circumstances, the following closed AR PCs who are holding the senior
most position in the EDP list in respect of this Unit are promoted to the cadre of closed AR
HCs by invoking the Rule read as 2nd above and posted against the existing vacancies,
considering the administrative exigencies.

SL
No.

Name

Designation
& GL No.

1

Jose Antony

AR PC A
5140

2 GeorgeKutty.P.S

AR PC A
5142

3 Sabu.K. Vincent

AR PC A
5145

4 Sabu.R

AR PC A
5264

Remarks
Promoted against the EDP vacancy of the
retirement of Sri.Asharaf.B, AR HC A 4189 on
30.11.2014
Promoted against the EDP vacancy of the
retirement of Sri. Krishnan Kutty AR HC A 3863
on 31.05.2015
Promoted against the EDP vacancy of the
retirement of Sri. Remanan, AR HC A 4301 on
28.02.2017
Promoted against the EDP vacancy of the
retirement of Sri.John, AR HC A 3837 on
31.05.2017

The promotees will be reverted / demoted without notice consequent on reversion of
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The promotees will be reverted / demoted without notice consequent on reversion of
closed AR ASIs as closed AR HCs or for want of vacancy in Closed AR
The above orders will be subject to the outcome of the various cases pending before the
Hon'ble High Court of Kerala and the Hon'ble Kerala Administrative Tribunal. These
promotions will be regularized as per the outcome of the Court Orders regarding the
seniority, after preparing select List.

30-01-2018
Surendran S IPS,
District Police Chief
To
Copy To

: The Individuals through DC,DHQ,Alappuzha
: The IGP,Kochi Range, Kochi with C/L
Dy. Commandant ,AR Alappuzha
A3/A7/F1 sections.
A6(b) sectiion for making necessary entry in the Service Books concerned.
ADO Book / ADO File.
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